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Additional Topics and Q&A This document discusses additional topics and questions and answers that are not covered in any of the other Google Search Appliance (GSA) Notes from the Field.



About this document The recommendations and information in this document were gathered through our work with a variety of clients and environments in the field. We thank our customers and partners for sharing their experiences and insights. What’s covered



This document includes a number of tips & tricks brought together by the Google GSA deployment team and some advice on how to use the publicly available GSA Admin Toolkit.



Primary audience



GSA administrators and developers



IT environment



GSA configured for secure and public search



Deployment phases



GSA configuration and post-deployment



Other resources



● ● ●



Learngsa.com provides educational resources for the GSA. GSA product documentation provides complete information about the GSA. Google for Work Support Portal provides access to Google support.
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Chapter 1 Using Apache as a Filtering Proxy Overview When you configure the Google Search Appliance (GSA), you have limited control over how content is crawled or how that content is presented to the GSA for further processing. However, by introducing an Apache server as a proxy into the deployment environment, you gain the ability to modify content as it is being crawled to serve a number of purposes. The most common use case for modifying content is filtering, when you need to strip out or add content to pages as they are crawled. The ability to modify content as it is crawled is also useful if you want to change how the crawler looks to your content sources. You can use Apache as a filtering proxy by: 1. Configuring Apache as a proxy 2. Configuring your GSA to use the proxy server



Configuring Apache as a proxy To configure Apache as a proxy, you need to add the following lines to your httpd.conf: LoadModule proxy_module modules/mod_proxy.so LoadModule proxy_http_module modules/mod_proxy_http.so Listen 8080  ProxyRequests On  Order Deny,Allow Deny from all Allow from 192.168.0.20  ### Add filters here ### 



The first two lines in this configuration simply load the mod_proxy module and tell the Apache server to start listening on port 8080. The next section defines a virtual host on port 8080 and tells it to proxy requests (rather than serve results like a normal web server).



Locking down the configuration If the machine where this configuration is running is a public machine, you definitely want to lock this configuration down further to prevent it from being used inappropriately. In this case, you can use simple IP rules to allow proxy requests only from 192.168.0.20 (the GSA).
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Testing the proxy server Once the server is started, test it by performing the following steps: 1. telnet to port 8080 2. Enter "GET http://www.google.com/" If the server is working, it returns the source from Google's home page or, if you're not coming from an allowed IP, returns a 403 (Forbidden) error.



Configuring your GSA to use the proxy server To configure the GSA to use the proxy server: 1. In the GSA Admin Console, navigate to Content Sources > Web Crawl > Proxy Servers (Previous to Version 7.2: Crawl and Index > Proxy Servers). 2. Enter the URL patterns that should use the proxy, the IP address or fully-qualified domain name, and the port of the proxy server that you have configured. 3. Click Save (Previous to Version 7.2: Save Crawler Proxies Configuration). In some cases, you might want to use the proxy for crawling all content, so you can just enter "/" for the URL pattern. In other cases, such as crawling video or images, you might want to use the proxy for only that specific content, so enter a URL pattern, as appropriate.



Using multiple proxy configurations If you need multiple proxy configurations for your application, you can run multiple instances of Apache on different ports, or you can define filters within a single Apache configuration to handle content based on URL patterns or other parameters.



Creating filters Apache supports two types of filters: ● ●



Input Output



For proxies, consider the input to be the request that the GSA sends to the destination web server, and the output to be what the web server sends back to the GSA. So, for most applications, you want to create an output filter. Apache has several directives for creating output filters, including: ● ●



SetOutputFilter AddOutputFilterByType



Filters are simply defined as part of the Proxy Virtual Host block.
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SetOutputFilter directive The SetOutputFilter directive can be used to apply a filter to ALL content passing through the proxy: # Filter robots meta tags ExtFilterDefine fixrobots mode=output intype=text/html \ cmd="/bin/sed -r 's/(noarchive|noindex|nofollow)>//g'" SetOutputFilter fixrobots



In this example, we define an external filter named "fixrobots" which just passes stdin (the requested doc) through sed, and strips out the strings “noarchive,” “noindex,” and “nofollow.” This basically allows the GSA to ignore embedded robots meta tags. “sed -r“ is quick and easy for regular expression patterns and simple string manipulation. But it's just as easy to use a Perl, PHP or shell script. Apache just passes the file as stdin and passes the output of the filter back to the GSA.



AddOutputFilterByType directive The AddOutputFilterByType directive gives you a little more control by enabling you to apply a filter based on MIME type. This is useful if you want to crawl content that the GSA doesn't natively support, such as images, video, and so on. # Filter video files ExtFilterDefine filtervideo mode=output outtype=text/html \ cmd="/home/ericl/mediaFilter.php" AddOutputFilterByType filtervideo video/x-msvideo video/mp4 video/ audio/mpeg audio/ video/quicktime



In this example, we create an external filter named "filtervideo" that calls an external script, mediaFilter.php. In this case it is a script that would accept binary video files as input, and output html (embedded metadata) and thumbnails. Because we only want this to happen for specific content types, we use the AddOutputFilterByType directive to specify several multimedia formats. Another thing you can do is to modify the HTTP headers. A simple example here is to replace the GSA's User-Agent string with a different one: # Set User Agent of the Proxy RequestHeader set User-Agent "Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.0; SLCC1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727;)"



This doesn't modify the headers from the GSA, because those don't get passed through by the proxy. It just sets the header that Apache uses when it fetches a page. This can be useful if you need to set a specific cookie, User-Agent, or other header to crawl your content.
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After the proxy and filters are configured, you can test them by sending your own GET requests, or by: 1. Configuring your browser to use the proxy. 2. Requesting some URLs. 3. Viewing the source. When everything looks good, simply add the appropriate proxy patterns to the GSA and start crawling. Your cached documents should show the filtered output.



More resources ● ● ●



Apache mod_proxy module page Apache caching guide Apache mod_cache module page
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Chapter 2 Using the Google Search Appliance Admin Toolkit Overview The GSA admin toolkit is a library of open source tools for GSA administrators. You can download each individual tool from the GSA Admin Toolkit. The following table lists the available tools with brief descriptions of what they do. Tool



Description



monitor.sh



Monitoring script that verifies serving on the GSA.



load.py



Runs load tests against the GSA.



authn.py



Web server for testing the Authentication SPI.



authz.py



Web server for testing the Authorization SPI.



Connect.java



Java class for testing the JDBC connection to the database.



cached_copy_checker.py



Monitoring script that verifies crawling, indexing and serving are working on a GSA.



sso.py



Web server for testing cookie sites. Can be configured to mimic Oblix.



searchstats.py



Search logfile analysis (error rates, queries per second, average response time).



smbcrawler.py



Script that mimics how the GSA crawls SMB. Useful for troubleshooting SMB crawl problems where the error message on the GSA is unhelpful.



reverse_proxy.py



Reverse proxy that can be used to queue requests to the GSA to limit the number of concurrent connections. It was written as a proof-of-concept and has not been tested in a production environment.



gsa_admin.py



Python script for automating Admin Console tasks. Used in cases where the Admin Console GData API won't work (for example, software version before 6.0, or feature missing in API).



remove-or-recrawl-urls.html



HTML+JavaScript helper page that builds feeds to remove or recrawl URLs.



urlstats.py



Python script that generates reports about URLs in the GSA.



ssoproxy.py



Configurable python script that proxies SSO systems login rules to provide GSA with crawling/serving SSO cookies.



CrawlReport.java



Java class to retrieve, via the new Admin API (software version 6.0.0), the number of urls crawled since yesterday.
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connectormanager.py



Simple connector manager and example connectors with documentation on how to write a new connector.



Kerberos Validation Tool



HTML application to validate Kerberos/IWA setup (keytab/AD, and so on).



interactive-feed-client.html



HTML/Javascript page that generates XML feeds from inputs such as the URL and hostname then submits them to a GSA.



search_report_xhtml.xsl



XSLT stylesheet to transform exported search report XMLs into human-readable XHTML.



search_results_analyzer.py



Tool for analyzing search results and comparing results between two GSAs.



convert_cached_copy_to_feed.p y



Tool for converting cached versions into content feeds for migration purposes.



fetch_secure.py



Fetch secure search results from GSA by following all Universal Login redirects.



GSA-GA.zip



Google Analytics integration resources.



SHT



The Self Help Tool



Four of the most commonly used tools from the list above are explained in the following sections: ● ● ● ●



How to analyze search logs with searchstats.py How to automate Admin Console tasks How to delete or recrawl documents in the index Verifying Kerberos configuration



How to analyze search logs with searchstats.py searchstats.py is a search log analysis tool. The following screenshot illustrates the analysis of a search log file called 2011-03-14-web_log.log at 1 hour intervals. The search log is downloaded from the GSA Admin Console, under Reports > Search Logs (Previous to Version 7.2: Status and Reports > Search Logs).
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Please note that searchstats.py is written in the Python programming script language. In order to run this script, the Python runtime environment is required. You can download this runtime environment from the Python download page. After installing the runtime environment, you can then run the script using syntax similar to the one shown in the screenshots above.



How to automate Admin Console tasks The GSA Administrative API is the preferred method for automating tasks in the Admin Console. However, it does not cover every task available in the Admin Console. For example, database sync is not supported and it is not possible to remotely synchronize databases using the Admin API. To cover these unsupported use cases, use gsa_admin.py, a script that can log into the Admin Console and click the required menu items programmatically. The following screenshots illustrate: ● ●



gsa_admin.py syntax Sample command used to synchronize two databases
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Command syntax
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Sample syntax to sync two databases (dbProducts and dbCatalog)



How to delete or recrawl documents in the index When you need to remove or recrawl certain documents in the index, a great tool for this purpose is remove-or-recrawl-urls.html. It is a JavaScript-embedded HTML page that accepts a list of URLs as input, and creates and submits feed files to the GSA. Based on the information in the URL lists, the GSA then removes or recrawls the specified URLs. This script can be opened and executed by any web browser that supports JavaScript. It currently supports the following three input parameters: ● ● ●



GSA hostname or IP address List of URLs to remove or recrawl Select remove or recrawl



However, take note that before you submit a feed to the search appliance, the IP address of your web browser must be pre-registered on the IP whitelist. You can view or edit the whitelist by using the Content Sources > Feeds (Previous to Version 7.2: Crawl and Index > Feeds) page in the Admin Console. The following screenshot illustrates the remove-or-recrawl-urls.html page.
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Verifying a Kerberos configuration Configuring the search appliance to do silent Kerberos authentication involves many heterogeneous components. For example, it includes, but is not limited to things such as Active Directory, keytab files, DNS, Internet Explorer security zone, data encryption methods, and so on. If you encounter any issue with configuring Kerberos authentication, you can use the Kerberos Validation tool to run a quick check on each configurable component. The following screenshot illustrates the Kerberos Validation tool and a list of configurable items it checks.



For more information, please refer to the following online documentation: ●



Using the Kerberos Setup Validation Utility. Be careful because it has very strict system requirements: 32-bit Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7.



●



Troubleshooting Kerberos setup and secure searches
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Chapter 3 Q&A Overview This section contains some general GSA questions and answers that cover a range of topics.



Result biasing Question: How come I’m not seeing a document in my search results page even though I’m strongly biasing by its content type? Answer: One of the reasons you are not seeing the result you expected may have to do with how the GSA retrieves most relevant results for your search term. When you search for something, say, "pain," the GSA performs the following steps: 1. The GSA first locates the 1000 highest ranking (by PageRank) documents in the index that contain the term. Note that this step has nothing to do with term frequency or any biasing policy that is configured for the front end. 2. Those 1000 results are then run through various algorithms that perform processes, such as sorting based on the frequency of the term in documents, biasing score, and a whole bunch of other factors. If the URL you are searching for has a lower PageRank than the first 1000 documents in step 1, it will not even be included in the further algorithms that take into account biasing policies. Even when a URL is included in the first 1000 documents scored in step 1, having even the "strongest" biasing policy does not necessarily mean the URL will be pushed to the top. Biasing is only one factor considered in step 2 of the process and there are many other factors that affect the final score.



Metadata sorting Question: How come a particular document that I know exists and has valid metadata is left out when I’m sorting by the metadata? Answer: The metadata sorting is only applied to the 1000 highest ranking (by PageRank) documents. Also see Result biasing.
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Monitoring the GSA Question: How can you monitor the health and status of the GSA and other deployed architecture components? Is it overkill to run a scripted query against the GSA’s index? Answer: There are a couple options for monitoring heartbeat. A lot of our customers simply check if port 80 is responsive. A few also go to the next step and monitor serving, crawling, and indexing. For information about monitoring strategies, see Setting up monitoring in Designing a Search Solution. The length that you go to monitor the solution depends on how complex and thorough of a monitoring strategy you want to deploy. You do have several options, each with their own advantages and disadvantages. A few options are listed here: ● ● ● ● ● ●



Use SNMP—See SNMP Objects on the help page for Administration > SNMP Configuration. Execute a scripted Monitor. Execute a scripted Cached-Copy-Checker. Execute a query for a known URL in the index and make sure a result comes back using XSLT. Execute a query and make sure 200 status is returned. Bring up the front end without running a query to make sure 200 status is returned.



Running a query for a heartbeat is not overkill. If you currently have that solution implemented and it is working, it is probably sufficient for detecting an issue and failing over. You can possibly tweak this by creating a front end that has the minimal overhead implemented (that is, no keymatches, no query suggestions, and so on) or querying for a known URL using the "info:" clause in the query. Other available tools include: ●



monitor.sh—Monitoring script that verifies serving on the GSA



●



cached_copy_checker.py—Monitoring script that verifies that crawling, indexing and serving are working on a search appliance



●



searchstats.py—Search logfile analysis (error rates, queries per second, average response time)



●



urlstats.py—Python script that generates reports about URLs in the GSA



●



search_report_xhtml.xsl—XSLT stylesheet to transform exported search report XMLs into human-readable XHTML



Monitor a connector by checking the Test Connectivity Servlet: http://[cm-address-and-port]/connectormanager/testConnectivity Upon fetching the URL above, you should get an XML response with a HTTP 200 status. A 0 in the XML indicates all is well.
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The format of the incoming XML is this:  Google Search Appliance Connector Manager 3.0.8 (build 3222 3.0.8-RC3 May 24 2013); Sun Microsystems Inc. Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM 1.6.0_33; Windows Server 2008 R2 6.1 (amd64) 5501 0 



Remember to allow access from the machine from which you do the monitoring. Also recommended is monitoring the java process running the connector Tomcat instance for CPU/memory usage.



Query suggestions Question: The query suggestions feature is returning inappropriate or explicit terms. How can I restrict these terms from being returned in query suggestions? Answer: There is always a chance search users may run queries on the GSA for terms deemed inappropriate to your organization. There are a couple of ways to restrict these terms from being returned by the query suggestions feature. The most powerful way to do this is using the GDATA API to upload a blacklist of terms. The feature supports regular expressions, so you can craft an expression that does an exact or partial match. Note that if your GSA is running a release earlier than 6.14, you can not add or modify the blacklist from the Admin Console user interface, you must do it via the APIs. For more information on how that can be done, see “Query Suggestions Blacklist” in the appropriate GSA API documentation: ● ● ●



Administrative API Developer's Guide: Protocol Administrative API Developer's Guide: Java Administrative API Developer's Guide: .NET



There is an open source java utility for uploading blacklists using the GDATA API: http://code.google.com/p/gsa-admin-reports/. For usage details, see the following wiki: http://code.google.com/p/gsa-admin-reports/wiki/BlacklistEditor
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The other method for blacklisting query suggestion terms is to edit the front end code that displays suggestions. For example, consider the following code snippet:              &exclude_apps=    &only_apps=        
  



You will need to update the if condition to contain a blacklist of terms so the suggestions wouldn't show up on the front end. For example, for an exact match: 



For a contains: 



Question: How can I completely reset the content of the query suggestions? Answer: As of version 7.2, you can delete all the query suggestions content by using the Search > Search Features > Suggestions page and clicking Reset for the Reset suggestions option (Previous to Version 7.2: you need to open a ticket with Google Support).
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Matching on partial queries Question: I’m using the GSA to drive a people finder use case. My users are complaining that their searches for partial names are not returning any results. What can I do to improve the people finder search experience in terms of matching on partial queries for first and last name? Answer: The GSA currently does not support wildcard matching on partial terms. Because users are used to finding colleagues when only entering a partial first or last name, there are some things that can be done to optimize the GSA for such an experience. The first suggestion is to add metadata to people records in the GSA that include tags for each combination of the first 6 letters of someone’s first and last name. In the example of “Jennifer Johnson,” the following 12 metatags would be attached to her record as additional metadata: j je jen jenn jenni jennif



j jo joh john johns johnso



Depending on how the people content is being acquired in your environment, this can be scripted to either be displayed on a served HTML page, which is crawled by the GSA, or through a content feed into the GSA. Another suggestion is to include a custom list of name-type synonyms in the GSA’s query expansion feature to expand certain nicknames into full names. It might be common for workplaces to have nicknames that members of the organization are referred to as. If these nicknames are not directly attached to people records as metadata or content, query expansion can be beneficial to address nickname usage. Special attention can be placed on foreign to local nickname associations, for example, “Mateusz” can be set up to expand into “Mat”, “Matt”, or “Matthew.” Another possibility is to use the query suggestion feature to help with the people finder user experience. The Search As You Type lab can be implemented to provide a custom name suggestion database to help users shape their queries for their colleagues.
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Query filters and OneBoxes Question: The people search OneBox is disappearing when I add a filter, such as “daterange,” to my query. How can I keep the people search OneBox displayed after adding a filter to my query? Answer: People search OneBox results are returned for matches on query terms in the index. When you try to filter the organic search results by using a filter, such as “daterange,” you may not intend for it to apply to people search results. Because people search results also come from matches in the index of a people collection, this result complies with normal GSA functionality. For example, if the documents that drive the collection and are returned in people search results do not contain date metadata values, people search results will not be returned when such a filter is included in the search query. One way to improve this experience is to make sure that the metadata required for filtering is also included in the records that are driving the people search OneBox. In the case of “daterange,” if a date for people records cannot be determined, consider using a static date value that you can populate in the search query on the backend with an OR condition. For example, attach a date of “1901-01-01” as a modified date for all people records, then when applying a filter on the front end, make sure an “OR daterange:..1900-01-02” is appended to the query to capture the static piece of data that was appended to the records.
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